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ABSTRACT

The well-established Bosniak renal cyst classification is based

on contrast-enhanced computed tomography determining

the malignant potential of cystic renal lesions. Ultrasound

has not been incorporated into this pathway. However, the

development of ultrasound contrast agents coupled with the

superior resolution of ultrasound makes it possible to redefine

the imaging of cystic renal lesions. In this position statement,

an EFSUMB Expert Task Force reviews, analyzes, and describes

the accumulated knowledge and limitations and presents the

Guidelines & Recommendations
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current position on the use of ultrasound contrast agents in

the evaluation of cystic renal lesions.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Die gut etablierte Bosniak-Klassifikation von Nierenzysten ba-

siert auf der kontrastverstärkten Computertomografie, die

das maligne Potenzial zystischer Nierenläsionen bestimmt.

Die Sonografie wurde bei diesem Verfahren nicht berücksich-

tigt. Die Entwicklung von Ultraschallkontrastmitteln in Verbin-

dung mit der überlegenen Auflösung im Ultraschall ermö-

glicht es jedoch, die Bildgebung zystischer Nierenläsionen

neu zu definieren. In dieser Stellungnahme überprüft, analy-

siert und beschreibt eine Expertengruppe der EFSUMB das

gesammelte Wissen und die Grenzen und präsentiert die ak-

tuelle Position bezüglich des Einsatzes von Ultraschallkon-

trastmitteln bei der Bewertung zystischer Nierenläsionen.

Introduction

It remains a challenge for an imaging modality to accurately differ-
entiate benign from malignant complex renal cysts. This is
important as up to 6% of all asymptomatic renal lesions are cystic
renal cell carcinomas [1, 2]. Bosniak established a classification as a
tool for the characterization of cystic renal lesions detected by con-
trast-enhanced computed tomography (CECT), and this has be-
come the gold standard [3]. The detection of cystic renal lesions
has dramatically increased with the continued growth in cross-sec-
tional imaging, and these lesions are often incidental findings in
asymptomatic patients. B-mode ultrasound (US) can reliably cate-
gorize cystic renal lesions as simple or complex cysts. The introduc-
tion of ultrasound contrast agents (UCA) has significantly improved
the capability of US to further evaluate any indeterminate lesion al-
lowing definitive characterization [4–6]. Ultrasound practitioners
have adapted this CT-based classification when evaluating complex
cystic renal lesions using UCA with some success. In the recent
EFSUMB Guidelines regarding non-contrast-enhanced ultrasound
(CEUS) of the liver, it was recommended to use a UCA to character-
ize any complex renal cysts and to apply a Bosniak categorization
[4]. However, with the higher temporal and spatial resolution of
CEUS compared to CECT, there is a need to adapt the Bosniak clas-
sification according to the CEUS findings [7, 8].

This position paper provides guidance for the use of CEUS for
the evaluation of renal cysts, following a literature review with an
expert opinion in keeping with the EFSUMB guideline policy [9].

Imaging of Cystic Renal Lesions: The Challenge

While simple renal cysts have a typical appearance on B-mode US,
characterization of complex cystic lesions as benign or malignant
may be problematic. Malignancy may be missed within non-tumor
echogenic content and, in turn, this echogenic material may simu-
late the presence of malignancy. Conventional Doppler US tech-
niques can be used to evaluate vascularity of septations and solid
components, but Doppler US often fails to detect slow flow in small
vessels [10, 11]. Renal cystic lesions that are not unequivocally
characterized as benign with conventional US techniques require
further assessment with a contrast examination. Although CECT is
used more often, there is evidence that contrast-enhanced mag-
netic resonance imaging (CEMRI) and CEUS are at least as effective
as CECT imaging for cystic lesion characterization. Benign lesions
do not demonstrate internal enhancement, while the presence of
enhancing soft-tissue components is strongly predictive for malig-

nancy [10, 12, 13]. Contrast-enhanced ultrasound has the advan-
tage of being able to monitor lesion vascularity in real time for
several minutes at high frame rates [14, 15].

POSITION STATEMENT 1

Contrast-enhanced ultrasound can be used to characterize

cystic renal lesions.

The Bosniak Classification System

The classification of cystic renal lesions introduced by Bosniak for
CECT in 1986 [3] and recently modified by Silvermann et al. in
2019 [16] remains pertinent to the CECT diagnosis and manage-
ment of complex cystic lesions [12, 17]. Cysts are classified based
on the presence of certain imaging features that determine the
likelihood of malignancy including hyperdensity, septations, calci-
fications, wall thickening, and enhancement characteristics. A
“Bosniak” score is assigned to reflect the interpretation, with an
increasing likelihood of malignancy [3, 18, 19]:
▪ Category I–II: The cystic lesion is a simple or a minimally

complex cyst, regarded as “clearly benign” with no further
evaluation required. The prevalence of malignancy in Bosniak
categories I and II is reported at 3.2 % (95% CI 0–6.8) and 6.0 %
(95% CI 2.7–9.3), respectively [20]. In surgically treated
Bosniak category II, a malignancy rate of around 9.0 % (5–14%)
is reported [21].

▪ Category IIF: The cystic lesion is “presumably benign” with
imaging surveillance advised [17]. The malignancy rate for
Bosniak category IIF is 6.7% (95% CI 5–8.4) [20] or 18% (12–
26%) in surgical cohorts [21]. During imaging surveillance,
re-classification to Bosniak category III/IV was necessary in
12% (8–17%) with a malignancy rate as high as 85% (74–92%)
in re-classified cystic lesions.

▪ Category III: The cystic lesion is “indeterminate” for malig-
nancy. The malignancy rate in Bosniak category III is 55.1 %
(95% CI 45.7–64.5) [20], and in a surgical cohort is 51% (42–
61%), and in radiological cohorts 54% (45–63%) [21].

▪ Category: IV: The cystic lesion is likely malignant. The malig-
nancy rate in Bosniak category IV is 91% (95% CI 87.7–94.2)
[20], with no difference between surgical cohorts (malignancy
in 86% of cases) and radiological cohorts (malignancy in 95%
of cases) [21].
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The Bosniak classification system is not intended to be used alone
to guide the management of patients with complex renal cysts.
Management of complex renal cystic lesions is dependent on the
individual patient’s combination of imaging findings, clinical fac-
tors, and available treatment options [16]. The treatment decision
lies with the urologist and/or the multidisciplinary renal cancer
teams, based on current clinical practice and scientific evidence
provided by urological guidelines [22]

POSITION STATEMENT 2

To guide the management of patients with renal cystic le-

sions, the Bosniak classification of imaging findings should al-

ways be used in conjunction with the assessment of clinical

data and individual treatment options.

How accurate is risk assessment of renal
cystic lesions using the CT-based Bosniak
classification?

The crucial distinction is between Bosniak categories IIF and III, as
category IIF may be followed-up but, in the case of category III,
surgery is often indicated. The reported overall sensitivity of the
CECT Bosniak cyst classification is 93% (95% CI 89–95) with a spe-
cificity of 67% (95% CI 59–76) [20]. Magnetic resonance imaging
is superior to CECT in identifying lesion septations and enhance-
ment, resulting in a higher category, most often upgrading from
Bosniak category II and IIF to IIF and III, respectively [23–25].
There is reported discrepancy regarding the performance among
reporting radiologists in categorization. This discordance was
greatest in the challenging categories II and III. The introduction
of category IIF reduced this difficulty [24, 26]. A recent refine-
ment of the CECT and CEMRI criteria may be helpful but requires
validation [16].

POSITION STATEMENT 3

Risk assessment of renal cystic lesions using the CT-based

Bosniak classification can be challenging and is subject to

interobserver variability.

How accurate is risk assessment of renal
cystic lesions using the MR-based Bosniak
classification?

Both MR and CT imaging have similar results in the evaluation of
the Bosniak categories [27, 28]. The pooled sensitivity and speci-
ficity for MR imaging were 0.92 and 0.91, respectively, with an
AUROC of 94.7 % [29]. Using enhancement subtraction imaging,
the sensitivity was improved to 95 % [30], and combined mural

irregularity and intense mural enhancement is a strong predictor
of malignancy [31]. Magnetic resonance imaging led to category
migration with a change in the management of complex renal
cysts in a significant proportion of cases; upgrades with MR ima-
ging in 40% [32], 23% [28], or 10% [27]. An inherent artifact with
MR imaging is the depiction of thicker septa than on CECT [17, 25,
32, 33]. Diffusion-weighted MRI (DWI) can provide additional in-
formation (on the presence of a tumor tissue component that
may help differentiate certain cases of complex renal cysts from
cystic carcinomas) [34].

POSITION STATEMENT 4

CEMRI and CECT have similar accuracy in the evaluation of

renal cystic lesions using the Bosniak classification in the

majority of cases.

How good is the interobserver agreement
between CT, CEUS, and MR imaging
classification of renal cystic lesions?

There was excellent interobserver agreement for Bosniak classifi-
cation for both CECT (kappa score k = 0.87) and CEMRI (k = 0.93)
between two readers [21]. Conversely, there was considerable
disagreement among three radiologists for CECT [21, 26]. Com-
paring CT, MR, and CEUS imaging, there was agreement between
CT and MR imaging in 78% (k = 0.91) of the cases and agreement
between CT and CEUS imaging in 79% (k = 0.86) with discordance
only in Bosniak classes II and IIF [25].

POSITION STATEMENT 5

Considerable interobserver variability in Bosniak classification

of renal cystic lesions with CECT exists which may have a

significant impact on clinical decision making.

Ultrasound Examination of Bosniak Cysts:
Contrast Agents and Dose Administered

Different UCAs have been used in different studies, with no com-
parative studies being published. The greatest experience is with
the sulfur hexafluoride–filled microbubble SonoVue (Bracco SpA,
Italy), the agent used almost exclusively in Europe for CEUS of ab-
dominal organs [4, 35]. The recommended dose for intravenous
use of SonoVue in renal cyst characterization ranges between 0.6
to 2.4mL, but depends on the US system and patient habitus [36].
If needed, a second dose of the UCA may be safely administered
to reexamine the kidney or for further examination of the contra-
lateral kidney.
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POSITION STATEMENT 6

Different ultrasound contrast agents can be used to evaluate

renal cystic lesions with CEUS, with sulfur hexafluoride-filled

microbubbles being the agent with the greatest amount of

documentation regarding efficacy.

Ultrasound Examination of Bosniak Cysts:
Contrast Agent Safety

Ultrasound contrast agents are administered safely in various ap-
plications with minimal risk to patients [37–40]. The risk of an
anaphylactoid reaction is low (1:7000 patients, 0.014 %) and
significantly lower compared to iodinated CT contrast agents
(35–95:100 000 patients, 0.035–0.095 %), and comparable to
the rate of severe anaphylactoid reactions associated with gadoli-
nium-based contrast agents at 0.001–0.010%. Serious anaphylac-
toid reactions to UCAs are observed in approximately 1:10 000 ex-
posures. In most cases allergy-like events and hypotension
occurred within a few minutes following the injection of the UCA
[37, 41–43]. Due to the fact that UCAs are not excreted through
the kidneys, there is no need for renal function blood tests prior to
UCA injection [44, 45]. There is no evidence of any effect on renal
function. Patients with renal insufficiency have no risk of contrast-
related nephropathy. Most observed adverse events were mild
and resolved spontaneously within a short time without sequelae.
The safety profile in children reflects that in adults [46, 47].

POSITION STATEMENT 7

Microbubble contrast agents for ultrasound imaging are safe

and should be considered particularly in children and in

patients with renal insufficiency.

Ultrasound Examination of Bosniak Cysts:
Equipment

Successful CEUS examinations require use of high performance
contrast-specific software, which enables separate processing of
non-linear microbubble signals and linear signals emitted by
normal tissue. A low mechanical index (MI) should be used in
order to minimize non-linear soft tissue signals and to avoid
unintentional microbubble destruction. Generally, a low MI exam-
ination is typically considered < 0.3 not only to minimize micro-
bubble disruption, but also to reduce tissue harmonics and
artifacts. The optimum MI values vary with the different US man-
ufacturers. Modern US machines can display a real-time dual-
screen view, comprising a CEUS image alongside the B-mode US
image. Particularly, this is helpful for the CEUS investigation of
smaller lesions. Importantly, the B-mode US image is formed
using low MI and is of inferior quality compared to the normally
used B-mode image. Additionally, some equipment provides the

possibility of a single screen presentation mode, displaying the
CEUS image in an overlay mode together with the B-mode US
image.

POSITION STATEMENT 8

Use of ultrasound equipment with high-performance con-

trast-specific modes is essential for CEUS investigation of renal

cystic lesions.

Ultrasound Examination of Bosniak Cysts:
Investigator Training

In order to ensure high quality of CEUS imaging, EFSUMB suggests
that CEUS should be performed by practitioners with at least com-
petence level 1 (preferably level 2 for the kidneys), as the diagnostic
performance of CEUS is operator-dependent and correlates with
the experience of the operator [48–50]. Additionally, physicians
should ensure that their US machine is configured for adequate
CEUS imaging and data post-processing. Familiarity with adminis-
tration of the available UCA as well as knowledge of potential con-
traindications and side effects is mandatory. The operator must
also be aware of the local national medico-legal regulations.

POSITION STATEMENT 9

The diagnostic performance of CEUS depends on the compe-

tence and skill of the examiner.

Ultrasound Examination of Bosniak Cysts:
Examination Techniques

The renal cystic lesion may have been found on a routine US ex-
amination, or have been seen on CT without adequate character-
ization, for instance during a CT examination for possible renal
colic. A curved array transducer, with a frequency between 1 and
9MHz is deployed although linear transducers with a higher fre-
quency can also be used in the detection of superficial renal cysts
[51]. Following B-mode US to identify lesion location and color
Doppler US to assess vascularity, the best approach to perform
the CEUS examination is determined. Prior to the administration
of the UCA, it is good practice to get oral or written informed con-
sent for the use of intravenous contrast agents, according to local
regulations. The examination should be performed with both the
patient and the examiner in a comfortable position, with a view of
the lesion in a longitudinal plane to allow continuous observation
during respiration.

The UCA is administered by an assistant, and the examination
is recorded continuously for at least 60 seconds and still images
thereafter [52]. The kidneys enhance rapidly and intensely after
UCA administration, with potential to assess both the macro-
and the microvasculature, the former immediately after UCA arri-
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val. The arterial pedicle and main arterial branches enhance first,
followed rapidly by the segmental, interlobar, arcuate and inter-
lobular arteries and then complete cortical enhancement. Medul-
lary enhancement follows, with the outer medulla enhancing first,
followed by gradual fill-in of the pyramids [53]. As UCAs are not
excreted by the kidneys, there is no UCA in the renal collecting
system. With CEUS only two enhancement phases occur: a corti-
cal phase, 15–30 s after UCA administration with cortical en-
hancement seen, and a parenchymal phase, when both the cortex
and medulla enhance at 25 s – 4mins after UCA administration.
There is normally excellent depiction of renal perfusion through-
out the kidney, superior to color Doppler US techniques. Contrast
enhancement is reported to be less intense and fades earlier in
patients with chronic renal disease [54]. Any abnormal enhance-
ment pattern, when compared with the marked enhancement of
the cortex, should be observed for subsequent wash-out, thought
to be an indicator of malignancy [4, 36]. It is important to record
the examination as a dynamic cine clip, and to review the exami-
nation carefully following completion of the examination [52].

POSITION STATEMENT 10

An appropriate examination technique is important to evalu-

ate complex renal cystic masses accurately both with conven-

tional US modes and CEUS.

POSITION STATEMENT 11

CEUS precisely depicts renal vascularization and its changes in

pathological conditions.

Bosniak Cyst Classification on Multiparametric
Imaging

The Bosniak categorization is a scale of increasing probability of
cancer based upon imaging features and works well for cystic renal
lesion evaluation in clinical practice [55]. The CECT-based Bosniak
cyst classification system has been used to categorize cystic renal
lesions on CEMRI and CEUS, with comparable results [7, 8, 56–58],
but both CEMRI and CEUS tend to upgrade complex renal cystic le-
sions [59]. Imaging methods evaluate the various aspects of renal
cystic lesions in different ways, and the single features are valued
with different degrees of sensitivity and specificity. This must be
considered when assigning the Bosniak category based on CECT,
CEMRI, or multiparametric US. In particular, a CEUS examination
performs better than CECT in the detection of lesion vascularity
[59, 60], depicts more septa and is superior in depicting the degree
of both septal and wall thickening, septal enhancement and en-
hancement of solid components within the lesion compared with
CECT [7, 56, 61, 62]. CEUS is extremely sensitive in revealing even
the tiny capillaries that feed hair-line thin septa with a superior tem-
poral and spatial resolution compared to any other imaging modal-
ity [63], with the potential to falsely upgrade lesions when applying

the original Bosniak criteria for categorization [8, 24, 56, 61–66].
Contrast-enhanced ultrasound inherently demonstrates more com-
plexity in cystic lesions and has the potential to improve lesion char-
acterization and change therapeutic management effectively [5,
14]. Cystic renal lesions initially categorized on CECT can be subject
to CEUS to improve diagnostic accuracy [67, 68]. Modified or new
diagnostic Bosniak categorizations for CEUS, to improve specificity
and overall performance, have been advocated but these are incon-
sistent [8, 14, 15, 63, 68]. Most of the investigators who use a
CEUS-modified Bosniak category actually use the Bosniak scoring
system but assign the Bosniak scores through imaging criteria
specific for CEUS. Any modified categorization using CEUS should
define these criteria unequivocally, rather than developing a sepa-
rate classification.

POSITION STATEMENT 12

Caution should be used when applying the criteria developed

for CECT to CEUS as the criteria for Bosniak categorization vary

depending on which imaging technique is used.

POSITION STATEMENT 13

Medical reports must state which imaging technique was

used to classify a particular renal cystic lesion.

Bosniak Cyst Classification:
Unique Features of CEUS

The key features to be considered are the presence of enhancing
wall and septa, with or without irregularities, and intralesional en-
hancing masses or nodules. Areas of calcification pose a difficulty
for imaging with US and sometimes with MRI and CT, interfering
with the assessment of enhancement [69]. Time intensity curve
analysis of an administered contrast agent has no established
role for the classification of renal cystic lesions [36, 61]. The char-
acteristics of contrast enhancement on CEUS and CECT are differ-
ent. The UCA agent is strictly intra-vascular, while agents used in
CEMR and CECT have an equilibrium phase in which contrast leaks
out of vessels. Therefore, the criteria used to score the lesions on
CECT must be adapted to the CEUS technique.

These are the most relevant differences between CEUS and
CECT:
▪ Attenuation is a specific criterion for CECT scanning. The pres-

ence of echogenic content can act as a surrogate for high at-
tenuation [15], although it is not equivalent, since hyperdense
cysts can show anechoic content on B-mode US [12, 60].

▪ CEUS cannot differentiate between perceived and measurable
enhancement, as enhancement is either present or not. Of
note, perceived enhancement is no longer considered in the
current CECT/CEMRI categorization [16]. A surrogate could be
the identification of single microbubbles running within tiny
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vessels in the wall and septa, a phenomenon which is believed
to be responsible for perceived enhancement [12].

▪ CEUS is superior to CECT in detecting enhancement. Septa can
appear thicker, and subtle wall/septa irregularities are more evi-
dent on CEUS.Moreover, thin septa with faint enhancement can
appear thicker and with heavy enhancement if an excessive dose
of UCA is injected (microbubble piling and blooming artifact).

▪ The presence of cyst wall calcification, with acoustic shadowing,
may hamper the visualization of any deeper enhancing nodules
or septa, making lesion categorization ineffective [70].

▪ Large patient habitus or overlying bowel gas may also obscure
visualization with US.

▪ Nodules are only seen in Bosniak IV complex renal cysts and are
easily distinguished from localized wall or septal thickening on
a CEUS examination.

Bosniak Cyst Classification:
Scoring Criteria on Multiparametric US

The criteria for a US-based Bosniak category assessment have
been reported with notable differences from the CT-based cate-

gories [6, 15, 51, 61, 70–72]. While characterization of simple
cysts (category I) and of a subgroup of minimally complicated be-
nign cysts (category II) is obtained on B-mode US, the majority of
complex renal cysts are effectively characterized on CEUS. The
criteria described below represent a synthesis of those reported
in the different studies. ▶ Table 1 shows how Bosniak scoring is
obtained using multiparametric US, following the recommenda-
tions of the present paper.
▪ Category I: Simple benign cysts. These cysts meet the sono-

graphic criteria for simple cysts anywhere in the body: thin
(< 2mm) wall, sharp margins without irregularities and calcifi-
cations; anechoic content; posterior acoustic enhancement
[68]. These lesions are fully characterized as benign on B-mode
US; no UCA administration is needed (▶ Fig. 1).

▪ Category II: Minimally complex benign cysts. These cysts pres-
ent with one of the following appearances: Cysts that meet the
criteria of simple cysts, but with a few [1–3] thin (< 2mm)
septa without irregularities [68]. Calcification of the wall and/
or septa may be present which do not hamper evaluation of
the cystic content. These lesions are characterized as benign
on B-mode US (▶ Fig. 2). No UCA administration is needed,
but, if used, individual microbubbles are demonstrated within

▶ Table 1 Bosniak renal cyst classification on multiparametric US.

B-mode appearance CEUS appearance Bosniak score on
multiparametric US

Simple cysts with thin wall (< 2mm), sharp
margins without irregularities and calcifications;
anechoic content; posterior acoustic enhancement

CEUS not
necessary

Thin wall without irregularities that show no
enhancement on CEUS, or individual microbub-
bles running within tiny vessels in the wall

I

Cysts that otherwise meet the criteria of simple
cysts but are characterized by 1–3 thin septa
(< 2mm) without irregularities. Calcifications of
the wall and/or septa may be present which do
not hamper evaluation of the cystic content

CEUS not
necessary

Thin wall and septa without irregularities show-
ing no enhancement, or individual microbubbles
running within tiny vessels in the wall and septa

II

Cysts with internal debris, echogenic content, or
mixed appearance

CEUS
necessary

Thin wall and septa without irregularities show-
ing no enhancement, or individual microbubbles
running within tiny vessels in the wall and septa

II

Cysts with multiple septa, internal debris,
echogenic content, or mixed appearance. Calci-
fications of the wall and/or septa may be present
slightly hampering the evaluation of the cyst
wall, content, and septa

CEUS
necessary

Multiple septa, thin or minimally thickened
(2–3mm). Smooth or minimally thickened wall

IIF

Totally intrarenal cysts otherwise meeting the
category II criteria

CEUS
necessary

Thin septa without irregularities may be present,
showing no enhancement, or individual micro-
bubbles running within tiny vessels. Differentia-
tion between non-enhancing and enhancing
wall cannot be achieved

IIF

Cysts with multiple septa, internal debris,
echogenic content, or mixed appearance

CEUS
necessary

Enhancing smooth thick (≥ 4mm) wall or septa,
and/or enhancing irregular (> 3mm) walls and/
or septa. No nodules are seen

III

Cysts with multiple septa, internal debris,
echogenic content, or mixed appearance

CEUS
necessary

Enhancing smooth thick (≥ 4mm) wall or septa,
and/or enhancing irregular (> 3mm) walls and/
or septa. Enhancing soft-tissue protrusions,
either nodules with obtuse margins (≥4mm) or
with acute margins of any size

IV
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tiny vessels in the wall and septa [6, 7, 73]. Cysts with internal
debris, echogenic content, or a mixed appearance with thin
wall that show no enhancement on CEUS (▶ Fig. 3), a limited
number of thin septa [1–3] without irregularities, or few
microbubbles identified in the wall or septa [36].

▪ Category IIF – Presumably benign, imaging surveillance is ad-
vised. Cysts with multiple thin septa, minimally thickened (2–
3mm) smooth septa and cyst border (▶ Fig. 4). Internal debris,
echogenic or mixed content, and calcification may be present
[6, 58, 68, 73]. Cysts meeting the category II criteria with
existing calcification slightly hampering the evaluation of the
cyst wall, content, and septa. Totally intrarenal cysts otherwise
meeting the category II criteria for which differentiation
between non-enhancing and enhancing border cannot be
achieved (▶ Fig. 4C) [15].

▪ Category III – Indeterminate lesions. Cystic lesions with
enhancing smooth thick (≥ 4mm) wall or septa, and/or with
enhancing irregular (> 3mm) walls and/or septa (▶ Fig. 5).
No nodules are seen [6, 15, 36, 58, 68, 70, 73].

▪ Category IV – Likely malignant cystic tumors. Cystic lesions
with the characteristics of category III cysts, which also contain
enhancing soft-tissue protrusions (▶ Fig. 6), either nodules
with obtuse margins (≥ 4mm), or with acute margins of any
size [6, 15, 36, 63, 70, 73].

POSITION STATEMENT 14

The likelihood of malignancy of complex renal cystic lesions

can be assessed using CEUS-based criteria.

▶ Fig. 1 Bosniak category I cyst. A The cyst (arrow) shows anechoic content with posterior acoustic enhancement, a thin (< 2mm) border with sharp
margins, no irregularities, calcifications, or septa. Simple cysts are fully characterized as benign on B-mode US.B CEUS is not needed to confirm the
findings, but if an incidental cyst is encountered during an examination for a separate renal lesion, the findings on B-mode US is confirmed.

▶ Fig. 2 Bosniak category II cyst A Minimally complex benign cyst displaying 2 thin septa (arrows) without irregularities. Category II cyst not re-
quiring further investigation on CEUS.B Cyst displaying thin wall calcifications (arrow). Category II cyst not requiring further investigation on CEUS.
C CEUS is not needed to confirm the findings, but if an incidental septated cyst is encountered during an examination for a separate renal lesion, the
vascularization of the septa (arrow) is clearly identified as thin enhancing linear areas within the cyst.
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Specific points regarding the CEUS Bosniak
classification

Cysts with thick or nodular calcifications, without hampering eval-
uation of cyst content, are placed in category IIF; calcification is
not a sign of malignancy provided that there is no associated sus-
picious lesion [18, 51, 73]. There is no definition for a threshold
for labelling a septum as ‘thick’ [32]; septa ≤ 1mm are considered
thin, by the majority of investigators [6, 62, 70, 73]. Others sug-
gest a 2mm threshold [8, 51, 72, 74]. A “hairline septum” is a

subjective assessment, dependent on the US equipment used,
for which a precise thickness threshold cannot be assigned effec-
tively. There is no threshold to differentiate between “few septa”
and “multiple septa” with an arbitrary threshold at three septa.
“Few” equals 1–3 and “many” is ≥ 4 septa [16, 32, 75]. Lesion
size is not a consideration for cyst categorization with conflicting
results for predicting malignancy [76–80]. On CECT, totally intra-
renal non-enhancing high-attenuation cysts < 3 cm are assigned
to category II, while cysts with the same characteristics > 3 cm
are assigned to category IIF [12]. Large (≥ 3 cm) homogeneous,

▶ Fig. 3 Bosniak category IIF cyst A B-mode US shows a lesion with mixed appearance, with both a solid (arrow) and cystic component (arrowhead).
B CEUS examination demonstrates no enhancement within the lesion, a thin wall without irregularities (arrow), and no septa.

▶ Fig. 4 Bosniak category IIF cyst. A CEUS examination of an intrarenal cyst with multiple, minimally thickened, enhancing septa (arrows). B CEUS
examination of an intrarenal cyst with a focal thickening (2mm) of the wall (arrow).
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hyperattenuating, non-enhancing renal masses, originally consid-
ered IIF masses, are rare. The need for follow-up is because of dif-
ficulty in the differentiation between non-enhancing and enhanc-
ing wall.

POSITION STATEMENT 15

The features of US modes must be taken into consideration

when criteria developed for CECT and for CEMRI are adapted

to categorize renal cystic lesions on CEUS.

Reporting the CEUS Bosniak classification

A CEUS report should include information on examination condi-
tions, quality, and limitations. All technical limitations that could
hamper a confident diagnosis should be detailed, such as: diffi-
cult-to-image patient, deep position of the cyst, calcification
hampering evaluation of the intra-cystic content, large cysts in-
completely examined due to superimposition of bowel gas, poor
acoustic window or other barriers, and presence of artifacts.
Lesion appearance on B-mode US should be reported, in particul-
ar, with regard to the presence of septa, wall and septa calcifica-
tion, presence of echogenic cyst content, and features on color
Doppler techniques. Then, lesion appearance on CEUS should be
described with an emphasis on the presence of smooth enhancing
wall and septa, enhancing wall and septa irregularities (either cir-
cumscribed or diffuse, subtle or marked), and on presence of
enhancing solid components. The intensity of observed enhance-
ment should be subjectively described either as unequivocal en-
hancement, or identification of single microbubbles running
within tiny vessels in the wall and septa. A cine clip should be
recorded for subsequent evaluation of the CEUS examination.

POSITION STATEMENT 16

A comprehensive description of the appearance on grayscale,

color Doppler US, and CEUS cine clips should be reported

when scoring a renal cystic lesion according to the Bosniak

criteria.

Limitations of Bosniak scoring on CEUS

Complex cystic renal masses pose a particular interpretative chal-
lenge for the observer because the imaging boundary between
benign and malignant lesions is often unclear. The Bosniak classi-
fication works well but is intrinsically subjective when applied to
other imaging techniques and is dependent on the observer’s
experience. This leads to an unavoidable high degree of interob-
server disagreement [65]. Moreover, the main limitations of
B-mode and Doppler US will apply to CEUS as well. Heavily calci-
fied lesions cannot be evaluated. Assessment is influenced by the
location of the lesion in poorly visualized kidneys, shadowing from
bowel gas or ribs, and patient body habitus.

POSITION STATEMENT 17

When scoring renal cystic lesions on CEUS the intrinsic limita-

tion of this technique must be considered.

▶ Fig. 5 Bosniak category III cyst. A CEUS examination of an inde-
terminate cystic lesion with the presence of thick enhancing wall
and septa.

▶ Fig. 6 Bosniak category IV cyst. A CEUS examination indicating a
likely malignant cystic lesion with the presence of thick enhancing
septa and a wall vegetation (arrow).
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Controversies with CEUS of Bosniak Categories

Does the CEUS-based classification upgrade
or downgrade the risk of malignancy of renal
cystic lesions?

The presence of enhancement, indicating neovascularization, is
the most important factor in determining the need for surgery in
cystic renal lesions [12, 13]. Improved CT resolution when com-
pared to the original CECT categories has resulted in fewer inde-
terminate cyst findings and increased specificity [81]. With CEUS,
31 % of renal cysts were attributed a higher Bosniak category
compared to CECT [7, 8, 13, 56, 65]. The increased contrast en-
hancement and better temporal and spatial resolution of CEUS
(and MR imaging) demonstrate previously undetected features.
Minimal septa enhancement is not indicative of malignancy, and
an increased sensitivity of CEUS demonstrating enhancing no-
dules not seen with CECT has been noted [56, 82]. A similar higher
Bosniak category with MR imaging has been seen [10, 28, 32] but
an apparent wall thickening artifact is an issue [66]. Both upgrad-
ing and downgrading of Bosniak categories with MRI and CEUS
compared to CT imaging is apparent in > 20% of cases [25], with
CEUS demonstrating lower specificity but improved sensitivity
and accuracy compared to MR imaging [57].

POSITION STATEMENT 18

The imaging criteria used to assign the Bosniak categories are

developed for CECT and must be adapted to be successfully

applied for scoring on CEMRI and CEUS, as changes in cate-

gory will occur.

Should CEUS be considered an equivalent,
complimentary, or alternative technique to contrast-
enhanced CT for renal cystic lesions?

Although CECT is the reference standard for Bosniak categories of
renal cystic malignancy risk, CECT is inherently inaccurate, with a
reported sensitivity of 89.6 % and specificity of 65.1 % in distin-
guishing between benign and malignant renal cysts [20]. The
comparability of CEUS with the reference standard of CECT has
been addressed with excellent agreement [7, 56, 83] with a single
study indicating that experience in CEUS interpretation is crucial
[65]. There was a potential for CEUS to overestimate the Bosniak
category, with the ‘real-time’ examination able to demonstrate
minor enhancement (a marker of malignant potential). The cur-
rent view suggests that this is an advantage, rather than a draw-
back. This requires, however, a fundamental change in imaging
assessment of renal cysts, centered on CEUS demonstration of le-
sion vascularity [5]. When CEUS is inconclusive due to poor visua-
lization (i. e., due to patient habitus or poor acoustic window),
CECT usually permits better characterization and furthermore
allows staging of a malignant renal lesion. There is better demon-
stration of calcification on CECT which could affect the Bosniak

category on US [18, 84]. Using CEUS only in cases of contraindica-
tions or non-acceptance of CECT is not justified based on the cur-
rent knowledge of the potential of this technique and would be
detrimental to acquiring further cumulative experience in CEUS.

Characteristics of non-progressive Bosniak
Category IIF cysts

The initial cyst size, change in lesion size (increase or decrease),
and growth rate [growth rate = (follow-up size minus initial size)/
years between measurements] were not found to correlate with
progression. A multilobulated border of the lesion was not found
to correlate with progression and no lesions with calcification pro-
gressed. Growth rates in cystic lesions are often a consequence of
fluid accumulation (downgrading to a Bosniak category II). Pro-
gression to malignancy is based on the appearance of enhancing
solid portions, an increase in number, thickness or irregularity of
enhancing septa, and on an increase in thickness of the enhancing
wall [85]. There is no difference in progression to malignancy on
follow-up CECT imaging compared with MR imaging [16, 86–88].
When there is indeterminate enhancement on CECT, CEMR or
CEUS imaging can be the next imaging stage [59, 89, 90].

POSITION STATEMENT 19

Follow-up of cystic renal lesions can be carried out effectively

with CECT, CEMR, or CEUS imaging. The current evidence

shows similar performance for the three techniques.

When should CEUS be supplemented by CT
or MR imaging for follow-up?

A CEUS examination is suited for the follow-up of nonsurgical le-
sions to detect any morphologic changes such as thickening of
septa, appearance of a solid nodule, or contrast-enhanced altera-
tions indicative of progression of the disease. A CEUS examination
has at least the same diagnostic accuracy as CECT for renal cyst
categorization but image acquisition is influenced by the location
of the lesion in poorly visualized kidneys, shadowing from bowel
gas or ribs, patient’s constitution, and wall calcification [29, 57,
91]. Smaller lesions localized within the renal parenchyma may
be difficult to characterize with CEUS, as these lesions often disap-
pear (‘masked’) during a CEUS examination due to the prominent
vascularity of the renal cortex, with the possibility of a lower dose
of UCA being helpful. With these issues, further CTor MR imaging
is necessary [25].

POSITION STATEMENT 20

CEUS-based Bosniak categorization must be supplemented by

CT or MR imaging when there is inadequate visualization of

the cystic renal lesion.
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Conclusion

The Bosniak categorization was originally formulated for CECT,
and then applied to MR imaging and CEUS without adapting the
criteria developed primarily for CT. With differences in imaging
specifics, an inaccurate assignment of the Bosniak category and
ultimately inappropriate treatment could result from the CEUS
and MR imaging interpretation. The criteria used to assign the
Bosniak category scores on CEUS have been reviewed, redefined,
and standardized, taking into account the unique characteristics
of the CEUS examination. The aim is to allow for clearly defined
criteria allowing for a better assessment of the performance of
CEUS in the categorization of complex renal cysts. The CEUS cate-
gorization is not intended to replace, but rather to complement
the current Bosniak CT categorization, thereby improving its
accuracy in the assessment of malignancy in each category. The
Bosniak categorization system is used worldwide and provides a
common language but is intrinsically subjective, a shortcoming
which will likely be reduced when using the redefined scoring
criteria which include a CEUS examination.
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